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1. One of the big challenges for the Body of Christ is to recognize that “We have the mind of Christ”
not “I have the mind of Christ”.
2. It is only when we come together and dialogue that “We have the mind of Christ”.
3. Every part of the Body operates at a gateway, so to speak, and the elders (leaders) at that gate have
the perspective to see the horizon.
4. If we are not mature, we will think we are seeing the whole picture.
5. It is only when you have come in through and go out through all the different gateways
(revelations) of the City of God (the universal church) that you then have a 360° awareness of all
that is in Father’s heart. That’s what gives you a fish tank large enough to never let your
environment define your capacity.
6. We are starting to experience the Apostolic anointing in our midst which gives a sort of Nehemiah
effect. This brings together all of the components necessary to get an assignment done.
7. We, in the Body of Christ have got to grow up and it’s time we learned proper Kingdom language.
8. The basic nature of the devil, who is the accuser of the brethren, is to categorize people.
Unfortunately, when you label someone, you limit them.
9. Without apostolic vision you can have breakthrough but you cannot have occupation.
• This is what happened in the great Welsh revival. One hundred years later only 2% of the Welsh
are Christian because occupation did not happen!
10. Napoleon said, “The aim of warfare is victory, but the aim of victory is occupation.”
11. In Kingdom terms this result is called ‘The Reformation Culture’ or ‘The Progression of the
Kingdom of God’.
12. The bible says that the breaches in the tabernacle of David are going to be filled up. This implies
that if this is starting to happen now we can expect a sustained and progressive advancement of the
Kingdom.
• A very exciting thought to ask God about.
13. Ancient Phoenician, Roman and Greek apostles took with them an entourage into a conquered
country to establish the culture of their own country in the occupied territory. When the king
visited he saw what looked like ‘home’.
14. Jesus, the apostle of our faith came from Heaven to invade Earth in order to bring the culture of
Heaven to the human sphere.
15. He now desires us to finish this work. Invade, take possession of enemy territory and establish the
culture of the Kingdom of Heaven. We are the armada that is coming after Admiral Jesus.
16. We need to be Kingdom people who affirm that which is good and godly in a culture and
change only that which is not.
17. We need to be Kingdom people who write, perform, design, and act etc in our sphere of influence
without it being specifically ‘Christian’.
• For example: Be a Christian who writes an outstanding book that impacts the secular world.
18. The apostolic is like a colonising force that comes in after the invasion to bring and establish the
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Kingdom of God’s culture.
19. When we get a vision of what God wants to do we will understand that we are engaged in an
apostolic colonization of planet Earth, coming in under the guise of a business community.
20. All ‘mountains’ have mind-moulders whose aim is to occupy and take the top. They are the ones
who have the power.
21. Most Christians do not understand that a majority isn’t needed to shift the balance of power in a
culture. All that is needed is the right people in the right places.
22. Luke 4 was a transition time for Jesus. He was bringing the Kingdom and the power of Heaven
into this time frame.
23.  We are to be visionary people who see what God wants to make manifest now, and by
reaching into the future bring something of Heaven into the present.
24.  When we agree with the future we see, we become the vehicle through which it can become
manifest, because when we see it, we have the authority to make it manifest.
25. Therefore, you can assume that anything you can see, you can have.
26. The Gospel of the Kingdom includes the Gospel of Salvation, but much more than that.
27. The Gospel of the Kingdom embraces all the arenas of life where it is potentially possible for
Christ to be Lord.
28. Jesus came so that the Gospel of the Kingdom would be taught throughout all the Earth as a
testimony.
• A testimony to what? That there is a coming Kingdom of Heaven being established on this
Earth now and an Age to come where it will be fully manifest!
29. Many believers misinterpret what they hear from God. They often suppress the dreams and
visions they have from God for his Kingdom. They then retreat into a role that is only related to
the Gospel of Salvation. Hence they miss their calling!
30. The level of certainty that a goat has in ascending his mountain usually far exceeds that of a sheep!
This means Christians need to adopt ‘goat’ mentality and go for the top of the mountain that God
has shown them to occupy.
31.To bring the future into the present – and the reason why transition is ‘hell’ – hangs on this: Before
you can bring the future into the present, you have to have the authority to dispossess that which
already is.
32. Therefore, transition is an invisible engagement of you with that which you are attempting to
displace in order to manifest that which is coming into your time.
33. Warfare is an engagement with the powers we are about to displace, because you are bringing the
future into the present. You engage the present power structure that reinforces that which militates
against the future.
34. Jesus had to go into the wilderness to be tested by the powers He was about to dispossess.
35. The first battle is always rooted in identity. The devil always asks “If you say you are who you
are?”
36. Who you believe you are has more to do with intention than simply repeating something 100
times till you sound convinced.
37. Jesus did not define his position on the basis of his personal history or his unique position as the
Son of God. He defined it on the basis of what God said!
38. So, if push comes to shove in your battle with these cosmic mind-moulders, you can only respond
on the basis of what God has told you.
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39. If you are not convinced that God wants the Kingdom to be manifest now in your sphere, you will
back down.
40.  When the glory is manifest it has the tendency to change the atmosphere so that it glorifies
God and brings Heaven to Earth.
41. There are a people who are emerging now who sense and see that their destiny is to
occupy territory out there.
42. Satan has authority to give control of the ‘mountains’ to whomever he wishes and he will tolerate
a 1000 deceptions to maintain power.
43. However, the revealing of just 1 truth has the power to rend the veil of the current darkness to
bring forth the full light of truth.
44. Note: This is not to say that ALL mountains, spheres, kingdoms, cultures will come under
Kingdom rule by the time Jesus returns. However, it does say that every one of them WILL have
had a true teaching and manifestation of the Kingdom because this is what the bible says.
45. God is robbed of glory when the 7 mountains do not reveal His glory that’s in them. This glory is
in the saints.
46. God is opening up portals over every sphere that he is about to invade.
47. He is intentional about teaching his people that glory is a real phenomena, that portals and access
are available. His objective is not personal encounters but to take the portal and open it up over a
sphere where you can invade a mind-moulder and release the glory of God that is locked up on the
inside.
48. That’s how the glory of the nations is revealed.
Summary
• The Body of Christ need to have the mind of Christ and develop a 360° view of awareness of what
Father is currently doing.
• It is our task to invade enemy culture and bring the Kingdom of Heaven to those spheres.
• We do not need a majority to bring about a change in culture, just the right people in the right places.
• If you can see it you can have it.
• There is a coming Kingdom of Heaven being established on this Earth now and an age to come
where it will be fully manifest!
• The devil will always attack our identity.
• We need to answer the devil based on who God says we are and what He has told us to do.
• Our task is to release the glory in the nations.
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